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warfare in the western world military operations from - this book is the result of the collaboration of a number of the best
military historians in the us today including mark grimsley george herring john lynn and many others skilfully tied together by
the editors who are also major contributors professor ira gruber of rice university and colonel robert a doughty of west point,
resources the art of battle - this is a compilation of readings and links i recommend in the study of strategy warfare and
military history readings theory science strategy and war the strategic theory of john boyd by frans osinga, the art of
warfare in western europe during the middle - warfare is a major feature of the history of the middle ages but its study
has often been the province of amateurs only recently have the technical details of warfare and its organisation been subject
to proper scholarly investigation, military history of france wikipedia - in the last few centuries french strategic thinking
has sometimes been driven by the need to attain or preserve the so called natural frontiers which are the pyrenees to the
southwest the alps to the southeast and the rhine river to the east starting with clovis 1 500 years of warfare and diplomacy
has witnessed the accomplishment of most of these objectives, battle of friedland wikipedia - the battle of friedland june
14 1807 was a major engagement of the napoleonic wars between the armies of the french empire commanded by
napoleon i and the armies of the russian empire led by count von bennigsen napoleon and the french obtained a decisive
victory that routed much of the russian army which retreated chaotically over the alle river by the end of the fighting, john
keegan and the grand tradition of trashing clausewitz - keegan s a history of warfare argues in essence that war is a
cultural rather than a political activity warfare clearly is not a rational pursuit since it does so much more harm than good
even to the victors it is wholly unlike politics because it must be fought by men whose values and skills are not those of
politicians and diplomats, bataille de h chst dt 1704 wikip dia - tant l ambassadeur du saint empire londres le comte
wratislaw que le duc de marlborough r alisent les implications de la situation sur le danube
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